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Various biological sensory systems exhibit a response to a relative change of the stimulus, often
referred to as fold-change detection. In the last few years, fold-change detecting mechanisms, based
on transcriptional networks, have been proposed. Here we present fold-change detecting mechanism,
based on protein-protein interactions, consisting of two interacting proteins. This mechanism does
not consume chemical energy and is not subject to transcriptional and translational noise, in contrast
to previously proposed mechanisms. We show by analytical and numerical calculations that the
mechanism is robust and can have a fast, precise and efficient response for parameters that are
relevant to eukaryotic cells.
I. INTRODUCTION
According to Weber’s law, the minimal perceptual
change in a stimulus of a sensory system is proportional
to the level of that stimulus [1]. This shows that macro-
scopic sensory systems, such as vision and hearing, can
detect relative changes in stimuli – a phenomenon re-
ferred to as fold-change detection (FCD) [2]. It has been
shown that fold-change detection does not apply only to
macroscopic sensory systems, but also to certain stimuli
in individual living cells employed in multicellular ani-
mals, such as Xenopus laevis embryos [3]. At the same
time, it was shown theoretically that the incoherent feed-
forward loop—a common gene regulation motif appear-
ing often in cells—can provide FCD [4]. Recent experi-
ments find evidences of FCD mechanisms in E. coli [5, 6].
Recent theoretical work shows that, besides the incoher-
ent feed-forward loop, also the two-state protein can pro-
vide FCD [7]. Furthermore, it has been shown recently
that the incoherent feed-forward loop can provide FCD
also in cases with multiple inputs and that FCD is ex-
pected to be useful in response to multiple inputs [8].
In order to function, FCD mechanisms, based on
a transcriptional network, require continues production
(transcription and translation) and degradation of tran-
scription factors. As a consequence, this type of mech-
anisms is subject to transcriptional and translational
noises [9], continues consumption of chemical energy and
lower limit for the FCD response time. The last can be
especially significant in mammalian cells (∼ 20min) [10–
12].
Protein-protein interactions are extensively being stud-
ied [13] and found to play an important role in many
aspects of cells’ life [14], including sensory signal propa-
gation [15]. Here, we describe a FCD mechanism, based
purely on protein-ligand and protein-protein interactions.
Since no gene transcription is involved, it does not con-
sume chemical energy and is not subject to intrinsic tran-
scriptional and translational noises, but only to the vari-
ation of the total protein numbers. We analyze the im-
portance of the last quantity in Sec. III and show that
it is not expected to affect the detection efficiency for
eukaryotic cells significantly. The characteristic response
timescales of the mechanism are set by the rates of pro-
tein interactions, which have a much broader range and
can be much faster than the transcription and translation
rates [16–19]. We conclude that FCD, based on protein-
protein interactions, can be more effective than the one,
based on transcriptional networks.
This paper contains four sections. Sec. II describes
the mechanism and shows formally that the mechanism
can provide FCD. In Sec. III the mean-field action of
the mechanism is demonstrated. A discussion of the bi-
ological relevance is provided. Sec. IV provides an error
analysis of the FCD response and a numerical simulation
based on the Gillespie algorithm. In this section, it is
shown that the mechanism can be precise, robust and
efficient for parameters that are relevant for eukaryotic
cells. Sec. V provides a discussion of the results.
II. THE MECHANISM
The FCD mechanism, described in this paper, is con-
structed out of two proteins (denoted by X and Y ) and
one ligand (denoted by S). Fig. 1 gives a schematic
overview of the reactions and the corresponding reac-
tion rates that are involved. In this Section we, firstly,
indicate the parameters requirements for proper FCD.
Secondly, it is shown formally that the mechanism can
provide FCD. Finally, the response of the mechanism to
fold-changes is characterized quantitatively.
A. Mechanism description
First, consider the reaction S + X  XS , where S
serves as the input signal, and XS is the complex of S
and X. Given the association rate konXS and dissociation
rate koffXS , the mean-field dynamics is described by
˙[XS ] = [X][S] k
on
XS − [XS ] koffXS . (1)
The idea behind the mechanism is to find a parameter
regime for which the dynamics of [S]/[XS ] is indepen-
dent of [S]0 for [S] given by the time-dependent input
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FIG. 1. A schematic representation of the FCDmechanism, as
described in this paper. The cursive k-terms indicate the reac-
tion rates, corresponding to the reaction equations, as shown
both horizontally and vertically. The ligand S and protein-
ligand synthesis product YS serve as the input and output,
respectively. For clarity, the two copies of Y are grouped by
a box.
concentration
[S] =
{
[S]0 (t < t0)
α [S]0 (t ≥ t0) , (2)
where [S]0 is a constant indicating the initial input con-
centration, α is its fold-change and t0 is the time at which
the input concentration fold-changes. Then, an output
signal, with a concentration proportional to [S]/[XS ] is
generated, by involving the reactions S + Y  YS and
XS + Y  XSY . Assume that the total concentra-
tion of Y proteins is negligible compared to the concen-
tration of XS proteins, such that the total concentra-
tion of X proteins, called [X]0, can be approximated by
[X]0 = [X]+[XS ]+[XSY ] ≈ [X]+[XS ]. The steady-state
of Eq. (1), solved for [S]/[XS ], is given by
[S]
[XS ]
∣∣∣∣
t→∞
=
koffXS + [S] k
on
XS
[X]0 konXS
, (3)
which is independent of [S] for koffXS  [S] konXS . In this
limit, a fold-change given by Eq. (2) increases both the
equilibrium values of [S] and [XS ] by a factor α, leaving
[S]/[XS ] independent of [S]0. As a result, for a negli-
gible low concentration of Y proteins compared to the
concentration of XS proteins, the dynamics of [S]/[Xs]
is independent of [S]0 in the limit koffXS  [S] konXS . For
a summary of the FCD conditions, see the end of this
Subsection.
The second step is to design a mechanism providing an
output proportional to [S]/[XS ]. Consider the reactions
S + Y  YS with association rate konYS and dissociation
rate koffYS , andXS+Y  XSY , with association rate k
on
XSY
and dissociation rate koffXSY . For the schematics of the
reactions involved, see Fig. 1. In the limit [Y ]0  [XS ],
where [Y ]0 denotes the total concentration of Y proteins,
the reactions involving Y do not alter the dynamics of Eq.
(1). In this regime, the dynamics of [YS ] and [XSY ] are
described by
˙[YS ] ≈ [S][Y ] konYS − [YS ] koffYS , (4)
and
˙[XSY ] ≈ [XS ][Y ] konXSY − [XSY ] koffXSY , (5)
where [XS ] satisfies Eq. (1). By substituting [Y ] from
the steady-state of Eq. (5) in the steady-state of Eq. (4),
one gets
[YS ]
[XSY ]
=
[S] konYS k
off
XSY
[XS ] konXSY k
off
YS
, (6)
which indicates that [YS ]/[XSY ] is proportional to
[S]/[XS ]. We use [YS ] as the output of the FCD mech-
anism. In order to provide FCD, [YS ] has to be pro-
portional to [S]/[XS ]. Under the conditions [Y ] 
[YS ] + [XSY ] and [YS ]  [Y ]0 (which is equivalent
with [XS ] konXSY  koffXSY , [XS ] konXSY  [S] konYS , and
koffXSY  koffYS ), the lhs of Eq. (6) can be approximated by
[YS ]/[Y ]0. As a result [YS ] is proportional to [S]/[XS ],
indicating that the mechanism provides FCD under the
conditions mentioned in this Section (summarized be-
low).
In short, the presented mechanism provides FCD if
a. koffXS  [S] konXS , such that [S]/[XS ] remains invariant
under fold-changes in [S];
b. [Y ]0  [XS ], such that X + S  XS is unaffected by
the reactions involving Y ;
c. reactions involving Y equilibrate fast compared toX+
S  XS , such that the dynamics of the output are
determined totally by S +X  XS ;
d. [XS ] konXSY  koffXSY , [XS ] konXSY  [S] konYS and
koffXSY  koffYS , such that [YS ]/[XSY ] is proportional
to [S]/[XS ].
B. Conditions for FCD
Eqs. (5) and (6) of Ref. [20] state a set of conditions
sufficient for FCD. The properties of the FCD mechanism
as proposed in this paper are checked against these con-
ditions in order to show that the mechanism can provide
FCD when conditions (a-d) are satisfied. A mechanism
3with input [S], internal variable [YS ] and output [XS ],
described by
˙[XS ] = f
(
[XS ], [YS ], [S]
)
, (7)
˙[YS ] = g
(
[XS ], [YS ], [S]
)
, (8)
provides FCD if
f
(
α[XS ], [YS ], α[S]) = α f([XS ], [YS ], [S]
)
, (9)
g
(
α[XS ], [YS ], α[S]) = g([XS ], [YS ], [S]
)
, (10)
for any α > 0. Eq. (9) can be interpreted as the
statement that if a fold-change [S] → α[S] leads to
[XS ]→ α[XS ] in equilibrium, the dynamics of [XS ] scale
linear with [S]. Eq. (10) can be interpreted as the state-
ment that the output dynamics depends only of the ratio
of [XS ] and [S], and not on their absolute value. Note
that the dynamics of the mechanism can be described in
terms of [S], [YS ] and [XS ]. In the FCD regime, [X] is
given by [X]0− [XS ] by condition (b). By condition (d),
[Y ] [YS ], [XSY ] and hence [XSY ] = [Y ]0− [YS ]. From
(1) and condition (a), it follows that, in the FCD limit,
˙[XS ] = [S][X]0 k
on
XS − [XS ]koffXS , (11)
which satisfies condition (9). By substituting the approx-
imation [YS ]/[XSY ] ≈ [YS ]/[Y ]0 in Eq. (6) and using
that reactions involving Y are in a quasi-equilibrium, it
follows that
˙[YS ] ∼ d
dt
(
[S]
[XS ]
)
, (12)
which satisfies condition (10). Since both conditions (9)
and (10) are satisfied in the FCD regime (conditions (a-
d)), it follows that the mechanism can provide FCD.
C. Mean-field FCD
What is the response of the mechanism to a fold-
change? Let the input concentration [S] be given by (2).
By substituting [YS ]/[XSY ] ≈ [YS ]/[Y ]0 in Eq. (6) and
using Eq. (3), one can see that the equilibrium value of
[YS ], denoted by ˜[YS ], is given by
˜[YS ] =
[Y ]0 k
off
XS
konYS k
off
XSY
[X]0 konXS k
on
XSY
koffYS
, (13)
and that the amplitude of the response, max([YS ]− ˜[YS ]),
for a fold-change by a factor α is given by (α− 1)× ˜[YS ].
The response is characterized by a raising and a decay
timescale. By evaluating ˙[XS ] at t = t0, one can show
that the decay timescale τd is given by
τd =
[
(α− 1) koffXS
]−1
, (14)
which can take values less than a second for biologically
relevant parameters, as discussed in the next Section.
The raising timescale, by condition (c), is much smaller
than the decay timescale.
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FIG. 2. Mean-field concentrations [S], [XS ] (a), [Y ] and [YS ]
(b) for initial conditions [S]0 = 10nM, [X]0 = 1µM, [Y ]0 =
100nM, konXS = 10
6M−1s−1, koffXS = 1s
−1, konYS = 10
10M−1s−1,
koffYS = 100s
−1, konXSY = 10
10M−1s−1 and koffXSY = 10s
−1 as
a function of time. Concentrations that are not mentioned
are zero initially. The system is equilibrated before t = 0s.
The input S fold-changes at t0 = 5s and t0 = 10s by a factor
α = 3.
III. EXAMPLES AND BIOLOGICAL
RELEVANCE
It is shown above that the FCD mechanism requires
scale separation both for protein-protein and protein-
ligand association and dissociation rates and protein con-
centrations. Affinity constants of protein-protein and
ligand-receptor interactions span, over six orders of mag-
nitude, the range 10−12 − 10−6M; association and disso-
ciation rates are typically in the 103 − 1010M−1s−1 and
10−4 − 104s−1 range, respectively [16–19]. Protein con-
centrations typically vary in the range 1− 103nM, corre-
sponding to 103−106 proteins for eukaryotes and 1−103
proteins for prokatyotes per cell [21]. As shown below,
these ranges of biochemical parameters enables fulfilment
of the FCD conditions, still leaving a lot of freedom. This
freedom, in principle, can be used to tune the timescale
of the detection response.
In order to demonstrate the relevance of the mech-
anism to biological systems, we solve numerically the
mean-field equations describing the mechanism dynam-
ics. Fig. 2 shows an example of mean-field values [S],
[XS ], [Y ], and [YS ] as a function of time for an input given
by Eq. (2) with two fold-changes with α = 3 at t0 = 5s
and t0 = 10s. The mechanism parameters are given in
the caption; the system is equilibrated before t = 0s. In
this example, the timescales of the initial response is less
than a tenth of a second; the decay timescale is approx-
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FIG. 3. A figure identical to Fig. 2 with parameters [S]0 =
1nM, [X]0 = 1µM, [Y ]0 = 1nM, konXS = 5 × 106M−1s−1,
koffXS = 1s
−1, konYS = 10
10M−1s−1, koffYS = 100s
−1, konXSY =
1010M−1s−1, koffXSY = 10s
−1 and α = 10.
imately 1s. The figure shows that the mechanism can
work for biologically relevant parameters.
A second example is provided in Fig. 3. This example,
with α = 10, shows that the mechanism can work even
for high values of α. The influence of noise due to the
finite number of proteins is discussed in Sec. IV.
IV. ERROR ANALYSIS
Figs. 2 and 3 show that the response to successive
identical fold-changes does not repeat itself perfectly if
conditions (a-d) are satisfied only approximately. This
Section first analyzes the response to fold-changes when
conditions (a) and (d) are not satisfied. Secondly, the
robustness of the mechanism is analyzed numerically for
the parameters of Fig. 2. Finally, a simulation is per-
formed to incorporate the effect of the finite number of
proteins in cells in the analysis.
A. Mean-field response when the FCD conditions
are not satisfied
Condition (a) requires that [S]/[XS ] depends on [S]0
for an input given by Eq. (2), after which an output
[YS ], proportional to this quantity, is generated. When
(a) is not satisfied the ratio [S]/[XS ] is different before
and after a fold-change, as can be seen in Fig. 2 (a). In
terms of the response amplitude, the error a is given by
a =
[S]konXS
koffXS + [S]k
on
XS
, (15)
which vanishes in the FCD limit koffXS  [S]konXS .
For a given error a, one can define the parameter
αmax, denoting the maximum value of α leaving the
change in equilibrium value of [YS ] within a times the
response amplitude. For n successive fold-changes, αmax
is given by
αmax =
[
(1− a) [S]konXS
a koffXS
]−1/n
, (16)
which takes a value of αmax = 2.3 for the example of Fig.
2 at n = 2 and a = 0.05. Eq. (16) shows that a lower
value of the input concentration [S] increases the range
of α over which the mechanism provides FCD. However,
one should note that [S] can only be decreased up to a
limited amount due to condition (b). Out of limit (a), the
expression for the decay timescale τd remains identical.
Condition (d) requires that the output [YS ] is propor-
tional to [S]/[XS ]. The expansion of the steady-state of
Eq. (4) in terms of [S]/[XS ] is given by
[YS ] = β1
[S]
[XS ]
+ β2
[
[S]
[XS ]
]2
+O
[
[S]
[XS ]
]3
, (17)
where
β1 =
[Y ]0 k
on
YS
koffXSY
konXSY k
off
YS
, (18)
β2 =
[Y ]0
[S]
[
koffXSY
konXSY k
off
YS
]2
konYS
(
koffYS + [S]k
on
YS
)
. (19)
Note that the 0’th order term equals zero, and that the
second order term vanishes if condition (d) is satisfied.
In the example, the difference between [YS ] and its first
order expansion is 20%.
B. Mechanism robustness
In this Subsection, we analyze the robustness of the
mechanism to parameter variations. Since parameter val-
ues, such as reaction rates or concentrations, can depend
on external variables such as temperature, it is impor-
tant to know if the mechanism is robust to parameter
variations. The value of each parameter in the example
of Fig. 2 is varied by 5%, after which the mean-field
equations describing the mechanism are solved. Fig 4 in-
dicates the influence of varying parameter values on the
first response peak of the output [YS ]. One can see that,
in this example, the mechanism is robust to parameter
variations.
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FIG. 4. The influence of the variation by ±5% of parameter
values on the first response peak of [YS ] for the parameters
of Fig. 2. The output range is indicated by a shaded area.
The mean-field output [YS ] is indicated as a black line. In
(a), varying [S]0 nearly unaffects [YS ]. Note that most errors
differ only slightly from each other.
C. Noise analysis
Due to the finite number of proteins in cells, the mean-
field behaviour of concentrations as a function of time
does not provide a full description of he mechanism char-
acteristics. In order to investigate the influence of a finite
number of proteins, we performed a simulation based on
the Gillespie algorithm [22]. Fig. 5 shows the output con-
centration [YS ] as a function of time for the parameters
as used in Fig 2. The results are presented for protein
numbers corresponding to both prokaryotes (a) and eu-
karyotes (b). For prokaryotes, 1M is roughly equivalent
to 109 molecules per cell; for eukaryotes 1M is roughly
equivalent to 1012 molecules per cell. As one can see,
for prokaryotic cells the response is too noisy for effec-
tive FCD due to finite number statistics. For eukaryotes,
the output signal is nearly unaffected by the noise due
to large protein numbers. Note that the simulation does
not take external noise into account.
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FIG. 5. Mean-field solution (blue) and simulation (green)
results of the output [YS ] as a function of time for the pa-
rameters as mentioned in Fig. 2. The simulation results in
(a) and (b) correspond to prokaryotes and eukaryotes, respec-
tively. For prokaryotes, 1nM corresponds to 1 protein per cell.
For eukaryotes, where 1nM corresponds to 103 proteins per
cell. Note that the simulation does not take external noise
into account.
V. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
In this paper we describe a new FCD mechanism,
based purely on protein-protein and ligand-protein in-
teractions. The mechanism, in contrast to previously
proposed mechanisms [4, 7], does not require continuous
transcription, translation and degradation of proteins.
The mechanism avoids transcriptional bursts and other
noise sources due to small number bottleneck processes
[9], and benefits from typically large numbers of proteins
in eukaryotic cells. It is shown that the mechanism is
robust to parameter variations.
We find that for eukaryotes, the noise due to finite
number statistics does not play a significant role. How-
ever, for prokaryotes, the typical protein number is not
sufficient for a precise FCD on a single cell level. Pre-
viously proposed mechanisms are relatively consuming,
since the number of proteins has to be large and their life-
time has to be short in order to reduce detection noise
and enable a fast response. From this perspective, the
mechanism proposed here is advantageous, since it is act-
ing in detailed balance before and well after the transient
detection response [23].
We showed that the mechanism is characterized by a
response timescale τd given by Eq. (14). The value of τd,
in principle, is limited only by diffusion of proteins [17].
Thus, as shown in the example, presented in Fig. 2, it
can be smaller than a second for a biologically relevant
6set of parameters.
The fold-change detection mechanism proposed in the
paper is shown to act in detailed balance. The as-
sumption of detailed balance is used in analytical analy-
sis, where all the concentrations are calculated assuming
equilibration of all the reactions in the system and no
irreversible reactions are present. Approximate adapta-
tion is achieved using scale separation of protein concen-
trations and reaction rates.
As shown in Ref. [23], exact adaptation of a sensory
system requires energy consumption. In our case, with
no energy consumption, it is evident due to failure of
the mechanism beyond a certain window concentration
of the stimulus. Consuming chemical energy one can po-
tentially increase the window. Another problem of the
presented mechanism is high noise for too small numbers
of the proteins, like in prokaryotic cells. This problem
also could be potentially resolved by energy consumption,
similarly to, say, noise reduction in kinetic proof-reading
mechanism [24]. However, in this study we focused on a
simple mechanism in detailed balance, since, as we show,
even in this simple case the sensory system works well
for certain range of parameters: the window of the stim-
ulus with good adaptation can be made relatively large
for relevant biological parameters. Also, the noise level
is found to be small relative to the output signal in eu-
karyotic cells, where the protein numbers is sufficiently
large to suppress small numbers noise.
We expect that the proposed mechanism is only a sin-
gle example of a large class of biochemical fold-change
detectors, based purely on ligand-protein and protein-
protein interactions.
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